Acute Medical Consultant
Permanent (Full Time) / Doha - Qatar

/ A00674

Summary
PE Global Healthcare requires Acute Medical Physicians who are interested in working in a new MAU Unit
in the Emergency Department for the largest hospital group in Doha Qatar

This will be a tax free salary position, with a full benefits package.

•Excellent Tax Free Salary
•Housing Allowance
•Annual Leave
•Free Medical Cover
•End of Service Benefit

This is an exciting opportunity to further develop your experience in your career and to work with an
organisation that supports their staff.
In this role you will be rewarded with an exciting job opportunity with a great culture, job satisfaction and an
opportunity to use your skills.
Our client prides itself on high standards of professionalism and therefore you must possess excellent
communication skills and a professional, enthusiastic manner to reflect this.

The requirements of this role are, minimum 1 years of post-fellowship experience, with any of the following
qualifications:

•Canadian - Fellowship of the Royal Colleges
•Australian - Fellowship of the Royal Colleges
•South African - Fellowship of Specialty Colleges
•UK - CCST or CCT or GMC Specialist Registration
•Ireland -CCST or CCT or IMC Specialist Registration
•USA American Board,

Do not miss out on this interesting and challenging career opportunity,

Please contact David Van Der Vegt + 353 21 4297900 or email david@peglobal.net at your earliest
convenience for further details.

Although it is not possible for us to respond to all applications, we at PE Global will do our upmost to give

you feedback on your application. You have sent your Cv into us as a company and even though you
have sent your CV to a particular position, we are making the reasonable assumption that you are active
on the job market and as part of our normal recruitment service we will discuss other suitable positions
with you. You are free to opt out of this so please specify in your application to us if you just want to be
contacted in relation to a specific vacancy. Your Cv is sent to a central recruitment inbox which a number
of people in the applicable PE Global division have access to and so this means that you might not be
contacted by the named person in this advert.

